
ADAM CONLON 
Former Soldier, Career Choices and PSHE School Speaker 

Despite not having a clear plan about what he wanted to do after formal         

education, all Adam knew was that he wanted to build a career around  the 

things that excited him, but did not know where to begin or if it was possible.  

After multiple false starts and plenty of self-doubt Adam went on to lead soldiers 

on the frontline in  Afghanistan to coaching sports in South Africa, to ski guiding 

in the Alps, to working as a sailor on a 55 metre superyacht and working in   

Buckingham Palace for the Royal family. He recently got back from assisting with 

the disaster response in the Caribbean.  All of which he never thought possible.  

He is now on a mission to inspire young people to do what truly inspires them 

and help them carve a career around what excites them. 

Speaking from Real Experience on:  CAREER CHOICES   SELF-ESTEEM     PSHE 

 
INSPIRATIONAL 

It is vitally important that young people have access to inspiring career advice to 

assist them choose a career path that helps them reach their real potential. Sharing 

incredible stories and lessons from his career adventures, Adam will energise and 

inspire your young people to believe in themselves and follow their true passions.  

ENTERTAINING & ENGAGING 

Adam’s talks are designed to be both useful and entertaining for your audience. It 

is important to keep the audience engaged to communicate clearly important   

messages and Adam uses humour and true stories of the highs and lows from his 

adventures in a variety of careers across the world to do just that. 

THOUGHT PROVOKING & RELEVANT 

The aim of Adam’s talk is to inspire young people to think about their own passions  

and offer them guidance on how to carve a career around them. He is on a mission 

to empower young people to take control of their careers choices and does this by 

sharing tips that the audience can use to figure out their next steps. 

REAL-LIFE PERSPECTIVE 

Using stories from his own career journey his talks focus on the importance of   

aiming high, working hard, embracing failure and always being endlessly curious in 

life. Talks are tailored to the school he attends and the topics  can be altered de-

pending on the view of each individual school and  for the appropriate age range. 

SCHOOL TESTIMONIALS 

“Such was his popularity with our       
students that one described him as “the 

best PSHE speaker that I’ve seen!” 

Conchord College 

—————————————————- 

“Adam came to Ashville College to     

deliver a talk on how pupils can take  

control of their careers. The feedback 

from the pupils has been brilliant – 

Thank you!” 

Ashville College 

 GETTING IN TOUCH 
For more information on Adam, his talks or to book him for your next event, please contact him using the details below: 

WEBSITE:  www.ADAMCONLON.co.uk  
EMAIL:       Adam@Adamconlon.co.uk 

SCHOOLS HAVE INCLUDED -  

“Modern careers guidance is as much about inspiration as it is about advice.”  (Dept of Education – Careers Guidance in Schools – 2017) 

METHODIST COLLEGE BELFAST 


